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Key spring ready-to-wear 

clothing shows in four cities—New 

York, London, Milan, and 

Paris—took place from Sept. 2 

through Oct. 1, resulting in a fresh 

crop of clothing trends. Jewelers 

need to take note in order to stock 

cases with the right pieces to 

complement the necklines and 

silhouettes of the season ahead. 

Relaxed Silhouettes were among the 

spring 2015 clothing trends outlined 

in Fashion Trend Report: 10 Spring 

2015 Clothing Trends Jewelers Must 

Know and Why. Here are 10 ways to 

adorn some of 

those spring ensembles. 

 

Relaxed Silhouettes 
It’s déjà vu all over again for spring’s 

loose-fitting silhouettes. Thakoon 

Addition showed shirtdresses, 

Roberto Cavalli unveiled shift 

numbers (albeit with sequins), and 

others had roomy culottes and long, 

swishy skirts. Jewelry looks featured 

long, oversize and short, sweet 

pendant necklaces, while additional 

smart looks should include cabochon 

cuts of stones and colorful enamel or 

plastic numbers that coordinate 

with outfit colors. 

 

10 Ways to Accessorize 

Relaxed Silhouettes 

1. Oversize Pendant Necklaces 

 
Venus necklace in 14k gold-plated 

silver with geode slice, $245; 

Nina Nguyen  

2. Short Pendant Necklaces 

 
Asymmetrical pendant necklace in 

18k gold with diamond accent, 

$1,275; Marcia Budet 

3. Cabochon Cuts of Stones 

 
Ring in silver with Larimar center 

stone and 18k gold accents, $199; 

Robert Manse Designs 

4. Color 

 
Mini stacking rings in 14k gold with 

0.05 ct. gemstones and 0.01 ct. 

diamond, $460 apiece; Ariel Gordon 

 

5. Small Hoops 

 
Covet hoops in 18k gold, $700; 

Lagos 

6. Obscure Gems 

 
Necklace in 18k gold with ocean 

jasper and 1.35 cts. t.w. diamonds, 

$9,000; Laura Pierson 

 

7. Stud Earrings 

 
Crystal Ball earrings in 10k gold with 

moonstone, $275; 1909 

by Erica Weiner 

 

8. Playful Themes 

 
Unicorn earrings in rhodium-plated 

base metal with sterling silver backs, 

$15; Winky Designs 

9. Watches 
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Runwell watch in steel with a 41 mm 

face, cream dial, and green and 

cream nylon Nato strap, $500; 

Shinola 

 

10. Costume Pieces 

 
Heart Bangle bracelet in 

platinum-bonded silver with 

simulated diamonds, $825; Lafonn 
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